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HB Pencil
Blue Pen
Red Pen
Ruler 30cm
Eraser

Calculator
Coloured pencils
Felt pens
Set of earphones

Calculator must be at the minimum a scientific ‘Casio fx82AU plus’
BUT NZQA state that students entering L1, L2, L3 Mathematics and
some Science standards are disadvantaged if they do not have a
graphics calculator. We recommend Casio fx9750GII.

Course Fees
We will be asking for $50 from all junior students to cover the running costs of the junior curriculum. This helps
fund consumable goods such as paint for Art, ingredients for Cooking, chemicals used in Science and
photocopying in English.
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INTRODUCTION
Opunake High School will continue to offer its groundbreaking curriculum for its Year 9 and 10 students
in 2019.
Students will no longer study subjects, but courses. Each course is designed to create a collaborative,
futurefocused environment where students solve reallife problems. “When students are engaged in learning
they are passionate about, we see accelerated achievement, that is authentic and relates to where they see
themselves going in the future” says James Davidson, Deputy Principal.
The programme will be delivered in three Trimesters each year, over the two years of junior school. Each student
will study six courses per Trimester, 18 courses in each year, completing a total of 36 while in Years 9 and 10.
There will be a number of compulsory courses in the curriculum areas and in each curriculum area there will be
choice. The purpose of this new innovative junior curriculum is to engage and accelerate all students, allowing
extension choices in all passion areas.
Individual courses will have their own unique names. In a course entitled ‘Movie Madness’, students will look at
teenage experience through the lens of film. Students will examine societal pressures that teenagers face and how
they cope with this. They will then have a number of choices such as design a static image, write a film response or
produce a seminar, to demonstrate their knowledge.
Students will be working in classes of year 9 and 10s. This not only allows us to offer more choices in the
timetable, it also allows students to learn at their own pace. This will give us a clear ‘line of sight,” allowing us to
meet student needs no matter what curriculum level they are at.
Finally, we live in a world of choice that rarely proceeds in a straight line. As Mr Davidson says, “On my
smartphone I can download any number of apps that I need for work or for recreation. If I buy a new car I get
offered a whole range of customisable options tailored to my needs. Traditional education doesn't work like this.
It locks you into a limited range of choices which may have no relevance to your future career aspirations. We
are looking to change this and we are all very excited by what this new curriculum will offer students.”
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COURSE REQUIREMENTS
All students will take 18 courses each year. There are three Trimesters each year and students will
choose six courses each Trimester. We believe in order to grow good people, students need to
take courses from a range of learning areas. Because of this, students will take a minimum of
three courses from each learning area over the two years. Also, some courses will be compulsory
for all students.

Year 9 compulsory courses
Students must take a minimum of three courses from each learning area over the 2 years in
Juniors School.
English

Must take either Literacy 101 or Literacy Head Start plus 2 other English
courses

Health and
Physical Education

Must take Sexuality Course

Mathematics

Must take at least 3 Maths courses over the 2 years.

Science

Any 3 Science courses over the 2 years

Social Studies

Must take at least 3 Social Studies courses over the 2 years.

Technology

May take any 3 Technology courses over the 2 years, Introduction to
Graphics highly recommended.

Te Wharekura

Must take Wānanga te Kōrero  Public Speaking and Manaakitanga 
Caring for Others plus one other course over the 2 years

The Arts

May take any 3 Arts courses over the 2 years

Whare Atawhai

Not applicable. No minimum requirement

Social Science /
Health and PE

These subjects must be taken together. Students can’t just do one. For
example in Trimester 1, Sport and Social  Outdoors must be taken in
both the Health and Physical Education line and the Social Studies line
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Year 10 compulsory courses
Students must take a minimum of one course from each learning area over this year
English

Must take either Literacy 101 or Literacy Head Start if not taken in Year 9

Health and
Physical Education

Recommendations for students intending to take:
NCEA L1 Heath  Drugs and Alcohol, Healthy Relationships or Sexuality
NCEA L1 Physical Education  Sports Science
NCEA L1 Recreation  Outdoors Snapshot
Must take Sexuality course

Mathematics

No compulsory courses but it is strongly recommended that students
take a wide variety of the mathematical courses available in year 9 and
10.

Science

Recommendations for students intending to take Level 1 Science:
Preparing for NCEA: Physics
Preparing for NCEA: Chemistry
Preparing for NCEA: Biology

Social Studies

Must take Awesome Aotearoa in either Year 9 or Year 10

Technology

Must take 1 Technology course over the year

Te Wharekura

Te Reo Maaori
Students must take Waananga te Koorero and Manaakitanga plus one
other course from the five options available for Te Reo Maori. This will
mean that students will cover a total of 3 courses in Te Reo Maaori over
two years. Students may choose to do more than 3 courses over the two
years.
Maaori Performing Arts Option:
Year 10 Students who are proficient in Maaori Performing Arts may opt
to enter a course at NCEA Levels 1, 2 and 3.

The Arts

Must take 1 Arts course over the year

Whare Atawhai

Not applicable. No minimum requirement

Social Science /
Health and PE

These subjects must be taken together. Students can’t just do one. For
example in Trimester 1, Sport and Social  Outdoors must be taken in
both the Health and Physical Education line and the Social Studies line
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Compulsory Courses
Literacy 101

or Literacy Head Start

Sexuality

Awesome Aotearoa

Wānanga te Kōrero  Public Speaking

Manaakitanga  Caring for Others

Tick compulsory courses once chosen
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ENGLISH

Literacy 101 (Compulsory)
Learning Area

ENGLISH

CODE

ENG101

What are you going to
do?

This is a fast paced course that will cover all areas of the English curriculum! This course will teach
you how question what you see and hear, and to think critically about information.

What are you going to
learn?

Some of the big ideas you could choose from include Relationships, Conflict, the Teenage
Experience, New Zealand identity, Maori sovereignty, Civil Rights, etc. Over the course of this unit
you will write an essay, an opinion piece, read fiction texts and watch a movie. Year 10’s will even
be able to produce and ‘bank’ a Level 1 reading log or two.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

What careers could
this course lead to?

Advertising Specialist, Author, Journalist, Librarian, Marketing Manager, Teacher, etc.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course is a compulsory prerequisite to Year 11 English.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook

Creative Industries

Literacy Head Start (Compulsory)
Learning Area

ENGLISH

CODE

ENGLIT

What are you going to
do?

This course will refresh students reading and writing skills and accelerate students literacy learning.

What are you going to
learn?

This course will cover vocabulary and reading comprehension skills necessary for
successful high school work. Students will master the skills of writing good paragraphs
and gain the ability to read with good comprehension.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

All!

How does this connect
to NCEA

All subjects in high school depend on students having good reading and comprehension skills to
help learn new information.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook
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ENGLISH

Literary Vice Squad
Learning Area

ENGLISH

CODE

ENGVIC

What are you going to
do?

Dissect texts! Delve into the deeper meaning of texts of your choosing.

What are you going to
learn?

This course will challenge you to critically analyse texts and language and develop skills in decoding
the bigger ideas. You will learn to start thinking like a writer, examine your work with a more critical
eye, and turn your writing into something others want to read. You even have the chance to enter
the prestigious Ronald Hugh Morrieson Literary Awards!

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

What careers could
this course lead to?

Author, Journalist, Librarian, Teacher, etc.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course is an excellent precursor to the study of Literature in year 11.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook

Creative Industries

Debating
Learning Area

ENGLISH

CODE

ENGDEB

What are you going to
do?

This course will look at the language of debating and persuading.

What are you going to
learn?

You will focus on your oral debating skills, developing an opinion, forming an argument, considering
opposing viewpoints and developing your persuasive skills. You will join in an in–class debate and
there will also be an opportunity to participate in the prestigious Manawatu Exchange Debate.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Actor, Advertising Specialist, Entertainer, Lawyer, Radio Presenter, Television Presenter, etc.

How does this connect
to NCEA

Students will gain experience in public speaking and debate. This is a key component of Level One
English.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook
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ENGLISH

The Secret Life Of …
Learning Area

ENGLISH

CODE

ENGLIF

What are you going to
do?

This course is for students willing to read a number of different texts about a range of
different people and their lives.

What are you going to
learn?

The course is designed to enable you to study the lives of other people – whether they be in the
world of art, music, film, literary … fiction or nonfiction. You could write a blog or a report, or create
a website, produce a short film or documentary, write a speech on your chosen person …

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

What careers could
this course lead to?

Animator, Author, Librarian, Teacher, etc.

How does this
connect to NCEA

This course is an excellent precursor to the study of Literature in year 11.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook

Creative Industries

Journalism
Learning Area

ENGLISH

CODE

ENGJOU

What are you going to
do?

This course is designed for those students who are interested in sharing their opinions
with others and want to report on the on–going events at Opunake High School!

What are you going to
learn?

You need to be able to meet deadlines, must be willing to proofread and edit your work
And be open to working with others as well as technology. Students will produce a school newspaper

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Animator, Author, Copywriter, Editor, Journalist, Researcher, etc.

How does this
connect to NCEA

Learn the skills and techniques you will need to write, edit and conduct research for print media.
This is a key component of Level One English.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook
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ENGLISH

Movie Madness
Learning Area

ENGLISH

CODE

ENGMOV

What are you going to
do?

This course will look at teenage experience through the lens of film. Students will examine societal
pressures that teenagers face and how they cope with this.

What are you going to
learn?

This course encourages you to reflect on your own experiences as a teenager and relate these to
contemporary films. Films may include Freedom Writers, Stand by Me, Pitch Perfect, Dead Poets
Society, Romeo and Juliet, Napoleon Dynamite, Ten Things I Hate About You, The Breakfast Club,
Fault in Our Stars, The Outsiders, etc. You could design a static image, write a film response or
produce a seminar, to demonstrate your knowledge.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

What careers could
this course lead to?

Director, Entertainer, Media Producer, Radio Presenter, Television Presenter, etc.

How does this
connect to NCEA

Learn the fundamentals of film. This is a key component of Level One English.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook

Creative Industries

Hear Ye Hear Ye
Learning Area

ENGLISH

CODE

ENGHEA

What are you going to
do?

This course will introduce students to public speaking as a vital component of their academic, work
and social lives.

What are you going to
learn?

You will study public speaking and develop skills as fair and critical listeners of spoken information. You
will read and listen to informative, persuasive and dramatic speeches,
and prepare and present your own speeches.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Actor, Events Manager, Media Producer, Teacher, Television Presenter, etc.

How does this connect
to NCEA

Learn the principles of public speaking and critically examine our own others’ speeches. This is a
key component of Level One English.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook
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ENGLISH

Underbelly
Learning Area

ENGLISH

CODE

ENGBEL

What are you going to
do?

In this class you will investigate high–profile cases that you believe are worth investigating.

What are you going to
learn?

Everyone who is charged with an offence in New Zealand has the right to be presumed innocent until
proven guilty according to law. David Bain, Arthur Allan Thomas and Teina
Pora were all wrongly convicted of murder and jailed for crimes they didn’t commit. Then there’s Mark
Lundy and Scott Watson who both still say they are innocent. You will read
legal texts which could include Trial by Trickery, Trial by Ambush, The Inside Story: Crewe
Murders, Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird and John Grisham’s legal thrillers. You will
write a report on one wrongful conviction.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

What careers could
this course lead to?

Barrister, Judge, Lawyer, Legal Executive, Solicitor, etc.

How does this
connect to NCEA

This short course will explore the best and worst of criminal defense.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

Advertising and Society
Learning Area

ENGLISH

CODE

EngAdv

What are you going to
do?

This English semester course will look at the practice of advertising and the ethical and
social effects advertising has on people and society.

What are you going to
learn?

Advertising and Society will explore issues including the economic impact of advertising, advertising
to children, product placement, sex and advertising, stereotypes in advertising, and advertising and
social responsibility.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Any job in the media. Advertising, etc.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course is an excellent precursor to the Research and Formal Writing components of Year 11
English.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook
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Health and PE

Drugs and Alcohol
Learning Area

HEALTH AND P.E.

Purpose

Students will develop an understanding of a variety of drugs and the effects they can have on
Hauora, so they are informed to make safe choices.

Students will be able
to

●
●
●
●
●

CODE

HPEALC

Identify different types of drugs
Explain the effects that a variety of drugs has on all four dimensions of Hauora
Describe personal, interpersonal and societal factors that influence drug use in NZ
Describe the effect that drug use in NZ has on personal, interpersonal and society
Learn and demonstrate skills that will help make healthy and safe choices.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers will this
course lead to?

This course leads you into the Social and Community Services industry and possibly the Services
Industry. The skills learnt would be useful in the Health Care Services industry eg. Nurse.

How does this connect
to NCEA

Throughout this unit, all learning activities will link to the Health underlying concepts, especially
Hauora. Students will be able to identify and explain how each dimension of Hauora can be
influenced and affected by drugs/alcohol and be able to explain how personal, interpersonal and
societal factors influence an individual to participate or not participate in drug use. These are both
important requirements of Health at Level 1.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook, pens, book

Summer Sports
Learning Area

HEALTH AND P.E.

CODE

Purpose

To give students a chance to experience a variety of different summer sports.

Students will be able to

Improve core skills that transfer across a number of different sports.

HPESUM

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

What careers will this
course lead to?

Professional sportsperson, coach.

How does this connect
to NCEA

Prepares students for assessments at senior level.

What gear will I need?

PE gear, clearfile, pens

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries
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Health and PE

Winter Sports
Learning Area

HEALTH AND P.E.

CODE

Purpose

To give students a chance to experience a variety of different winter sports.

Students will be able to

Improve core skills that are transferable across a number of different sports

HPEWIN

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

What careers will this
course lead to?

Professional sportsperson, coach.

How does this connect
to NCEA

Prepares students for assessments at senior level.

What gear will I need?

PE gear, clearfile, pens

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

Fitness and Nutrition
Learning Area

HEALTH AND P.E.

CODE

HPEFIT

Purpose

Students will develop a better understanding of what is in their food, question food choices and
promote this. They will also have a chance to increase their personal fitness levels.

Students will be able to
do

Identify/Describe/Explain the following:
● Food Groups
● Advertising and Food
● Healthy Food costs versus Unhealthy
● Analysing food choices
● Obesity/Healthy issues
● Nutrition Labels
Complete a range of fitness activities.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers will this
course lead to?

This course leads you into a number of different industries. The skills learnt would be transferable
to a number of industries. One example of a job in the Primary Industry would be Fruit and
Vegetable production.

How does this connect
to NCEA

Students will develop skills to do with Hauora and Personal, Interpersonal and Societal influences.
This is a key component of level one Health. This course will also have transferable skills to
Science and Home Economics courses.

What gear will I need?

Clearfile, Pens
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Health and PE

Sexuality
Learning Area
Purpose

HEALTH AND P.E.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

CODE

HPESEX

To establish a safe environment that allows students to discuss sexuality openly and comfortably.
To mark emerging sexuality and sexual progression as a normal developmental stage that all
young people experience.
To encourage greater understanding and sensitivity about changes in both males and females.
To encourage greater acceptance of individual difference/diversity in adolescent physiological
and emotional changes.
To encourage discussion and communication with trusted adults around sexuality related issues.
To explore and continue to develop values and attitudes around sexuality.
To encourage positive decision making and assertiveness skills.

Students will be able to

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Identify prior learning and knowledge of sexuality
Identify how values have been shaped and influenced
Explain how values shape sexuality
Identify personal benefits and challenges to being a young teenage boy or girl
Identify dominant or stereotypical attitudes and values about the roles of males and
females in romantic (and sexual) relationships
Know ways to challenge unhelpful gender stereotypes
Identify unfair ideas about gender in music videos
Identify the qualities of a healthy friendship.
Identify why effective communication is important when asking
someone out.
Identify behaviours that are okay and not okay when breaking up.
Define key terms that describe sexuality
Distinguish myths from facts associated with people who are same‑sex attracted.
Identify the difference between passive, aggressive and assertive communication.
Identify how alcohol impacts on people’s ability to be assertive in sexual situations.
Describe how assertive skills help enhance well‑being in sexual situations and promotes
healthy relationships.
Understand that people have sex for the first time at different ages and for different
reasons.
Describe different values about sex.
Describe reasons people have sex and the idea of readiness.
Describe what contributes to positive and negative sexual experiences.
Counter common myths about alcohol.
Understand that alcohol can impair sexual decision making.
Know how to be sexually safe and smart around alcohol and at parties.
Identify the impact alcohol can have on behaviour.
Define male and female body parts and their function
Explain the sequence of events from conception to birth.
Understand menstrual cycles and the lifecycle of the egg.
Identify key information about some of the most commonly used contraceptives.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

What careers will this
course lead to?

Health Nurse

How does this connect
to NCEA

Prepares students for assessments at senior level.

What gear will I need?

Clearfile, Pens,

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries
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Health and PE

Sports Science
Learning Area

HEALTH AND P.E.

CODE

HPESPO

Purpose

You will use different skills within a sport or other physical activities to develop your understanding
of the aspects of anatomy, biomechanics, and physiological responses of the functioning body.

Students will be able to

Demonstrate understanding of the function of the body as it relates to the performance of physical
activity.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers will this
course lead to?

The skills learnt would be transferable to a number of industries. One example of a job in the
Service Industry would be Personal Trainer.

How does this connect
to NCEA

Students will gain the necessary knowledge of the body to prepare for Level 1 PE.

What gear will I need?

Clearfile, Pens

Outdoors Snapshot
Learning Area

HEALTH AND P.E.

CODE

Purpose

To give students an insight into what they will be doing in senior Outdoor courses.

Students will be able to

Plan, prepare for and participate in outdoor activities

HPEOUT

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

What careers will this
course lead to?

Could lead to a job in the tourism industry such as Outdoor Instructor.

How does this connect
to NCEA

Prepares students for level 1, 2, 3 Outdoor Education.

What gear will I need?

Thermal, jacket, Tramping boots/suitable shoes.

Creative Industries
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Health and PE

Racquet Sports
Learning Area

HEALTH AND P.E.

CODE

HPERAC

Purpose

To increase handeye coordination and improve racquets skills. Also to get more students playing at
a social/competitive level.

Students will be able to

Play and umpire competitive games at a high level.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

What careers will this
course lead to?

Professional sportsperson, coach.

How does this connect
to NCEA

Prepares students for assessments at senior level.

What gear will I need?

PE Gear

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries
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Mathematics

1, 2 Infinity and Beyond
Learning Area

NUMBER

CODE

MAT123

What are you going to
do?

Number is the building block of mathematics. This course, through the explicit teaching of thinking
strategies, will help you improve your number knowledge and number sense. Understanding of
number is fundamental to success in life.
We will be using a variety of “real world” problems to increase your number skills.

What are you going to
learn?

Types of number including whole (including multiples, factors and prime), real and integers. Ways of
expressing numbers including decimals, fractions, percentages and standard form.
Number concepts such as place value, rounding including significant figures, numeracy strategies
for arithmetic, BEDMAS, ratio & proportion, rates, and GST.
Investigate number properties such as the commutative, associative and distributive properties.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Mathematics is required in ALL careers. Employers prefer employees that can problem solve,
analyse data and have excellent communication skills, to name just a few. These transferable skills
will all be improved when studying mathematics.

How does this connect
to NCEA?

Recommended for Mathematics NCEA Level 1 (AS91026)

What gear will I need?

1J5 Exercise Book

A, B, C, Algebra
Learning Area

ALGEBRA

CODE

MATABC

What are you going to
do?

Algebra is the generalism of number and the other strands of mathematics. This is a basic level
course that introduces students to the progression from number to algebra with a focus on linear
patterns.
We will be using a variety of “real world” problems to display the connection between number and
algebra.

What are you going to
learn?

Number and spatial linear patterns, and the connection to tables, equations & graphs.
Writing real world problems using algebraic terms, expressions and equations in order to solve
problems.
Simplifying expressions using the concepts of like & unlike terms, factorising and expanding.
Solving linear equations for unknowns using BEDMAS.
Graphs with a focus on lines, gradients and the connection to real world problems.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could this
course lead to?

Algebra is fundamental for advanced math classes, as well as many other career pathways such
as science, engineering, medicine and economics.

How does this connect
to NCEA?

Recommended for Mathematics NCEA Level 1 (AS91027, AS91028, AS91029)

What gear will I need?

1J5 Exercise Book
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Mathematics

Go On… Risk It All!
Learning Area

PROBABILITY

CODE

MATPRO

What are you going to
do?

Probability is the chance that something will happen in the future. In this course you will learn
about the models we use to estimate the true probability of some future event occurring.
The end product will be the design of a sideshow alley game of chance.

What are you going to
learn?

Probability concepts such as experimental and theoretical probability distributions. The
experimental probability cycle to investigate situations involving chance. Probability thinking tools
such as tree diagrams and contingency tables.
Statistical concepts such as collecting, displaying and analysing data to make conclusions.
Number concepts such as arithmetic, place value, percentages, decimals and fractions.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could this
course lead to?

Being able to work out the probability of an event will help everyone make decisions in everyday
life.
The world of finance is essentially a world of uncertainty  For example: share market traders,
economists, business consultants, CRM analysts, chief financial officers.
More technical occupations often rely on probability analysis  For example: engineering,
computer programmers biologists, medical experts and physicists.

How does this connect
to NCEA?

Recommended for Mathematics NCEA Level 1 (AS91037, AS91038)

What gear will I need?

1J5 Exercise Book

Problem! What Problem?
Learning Area

STATISTICS

CODE

MATSTA

What are you going to
do?

Statistics is the science of learning from data. In this course you will learn to use the statistical
enquiry cycle to investigate data.
The end product will be a statistical investigation you may wish to enter into the Methanex Math
Spectacular Competition.

What are you going to
learn?

How to use the statistical enquiry cycle to gather, display and analyse data to find conclusions.
You will learn how to investigate data for summary, comparison and relationship problems.
Number concepts such as arithmetic, place value, percentages, decimals and fractions.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could this
course lead to?

Endless possibilities…. including actuary, algorithm designer, computer scientist data miner,
database administrator, economist, financial analyst or advisor, inventory analyst, market
research, statistical engineer, survey researcher, teacher...

How does this connect
to NCEA?

Essential for NCEA Level 1 Maths (AS91035, AS91036, AS91037)

What gear will I need?

1J5 Exercise Book
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Mathematics

Holes, Obstacles and Clubs
Learning Area

MEASUREMENT

CODE

MATMEA

What are you going to
do?

Measurement involves the application of number to spatial concepts. In this course you will learn
about the measurement and geometric concepts required to create a product.
The end product will be the design of a mini golf course. We will visit mini golf courses in NP to
research ideas for creating your design.

What are you going to
learn?

Measurement concepts such as metric conversions, length/perimeter, area, volume/capacity and
time will be the focus of this course.
Geometry concepts such as shape, scale/enlargement, plans/views, isometric drawings, angle,
pythagoras and trigonometry will also be covered.
Number concepts such as arithmetic, place value, decimals and rounding.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Measurement is required in farming, engineering, construction, manufacturing, commerce, and
numerous other occupations and activities.

How does this connect
to NCEA?

Essential for Mathematics NCEA Level 1 (AS91030, AS91032)

What gear will I need?

1J5 Exercise Book

Transform Me
Learning Area

GEOMETRY

CODE

MATGEO

What are you going to
do?

Geometry is the study of shape, position and transformation. In this course you will learn how we
use geometric principles to describe location and movement.
One of the end products will be a geometric design (tessellation, kowhaiwhai, etc) you may wish
to enter into the Methanex Math Spectacular Competition.

What are you going to
learn?

Geometry concepts such as symmetry, reflection, translation, rotation, enlargement, compass
directions, maps, grid references, bearings, coordinate plane, and angle reasoning including
parallel lines and circle geometry.
Number concepts such as arithmetic, place value, decimals and rounding.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could this
course lead to?

Geometry is widely used in everyday life. Some examples of careers are computer graphics,
engineering, robotics, construction, manufacturing, navigation, vehicle design, art, architecture,
sports, medical imaging, modelling diseases, and much more.

How does this connect
to NCEA?

Recommended for Mathematics NCEA Level 1 (AS91031, AS91033, AS91034)

What gear will I need?

1J5 Exercise Book
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Mathematics

X, Y, Z, Algebra
Learning Area

ALGEBRA

CODE

MATXYZ

What are you going to
do?

Algebra is the generalism of number and the other strands of mathematics. This is an advanced
level course for students who intend on progressing through to Mathematics with Calculus in Year
13 AND who have already completed A, B, C, Algebra.
We will be using a variety of “real world” examples to display why algebra is crucial in modelling
and solving problems.

What are you going to
learn?

Patterns  linear and quadratics.
Graphs  linear and quadratics.
Advanced manipulation of linear and quadratic expressions  factoring, expanding, simplifying
expressions and changing the subject of formulae.
Solving equations  multi step linear and quadratic equations using BEDMAS.
Real world problem solving using algebra skills.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Algebra is foundational for advanced math classes, as well as many other subjects such as
science, engineering, medicine and economics.

How does this connect
to NCEA?

Recommended for Mathematics NCEA Level 1 (AS91027, AS91028, AS91029)

What gear will I need?

1J5 Exercise Book

Geology: Shake, Rattle & Roll with Fossils
Learning Area

SCIENCE: GENERAL

CODE

SCIGEO

Purpose and activities

To investigate the external and internal processes that shape and change the surface features of
New Zealand.
To investigate the impact of natural events and human actions on a New Zealand ecosystem.
To investigate fossils and extinction.
Field trip  possibly.

What are you going to
learn?

Causes and effects of earthquakes, volcanoes, tsunamis, extinctions and fossils.
Vocabulary and literacy.
This course links in with the Social Science “The Big Bang” course.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Emergency Management Officer, Civil Defence, geologist, vulcanologist, archaeologist

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course offers the underlying knowledge needed to succeed in Level One Science and beyond.
It leads directly to a Level 1 Science Achievement Standard.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook, pen, pencil and ruler.
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Science

Solar Car: Introduction to Physics
Learning Area

PHYSICS

CODE

SCISOL

What are you going to
do?

Students will be learning the mechanics of motion and the fundamentals of electrical systems. This
will culminate in building a solar powered car which will race against their peers.

What are you going to
learn?

Students will learn about Mechanics.
Students will learn about electrical systems.
Students will learn about scientific method and fair testing.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers will this
course lead to?

This course leads to opportunities in primary industries and manufacturing and technology.

How does this
connect to NCEA

Students will develop their scientific knowledge and understanding. This course will lead into
NCEA level 1 science and Level 2 and 3 Physics.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook, pen, pencil, ruler, calculator.

Chemistry: Fizz, Wizz, Bang
Learning Area

CHEMISTRY

CODE

SCIFIZ

What are you going to
do?

Investigate selected chemical reactions. At the end of this unit students will be able to culminate in
making simple fireworks.

What are you going to
learn?

Students will learn about Chemistry: reactions and equations.
Students will learn about scientific method and fair testing.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers will this
course lead to?

This course leads to opportunities in primary industries and manufacturing and technology.

How does this
connect to NCEA

Students will develop their scientific knowledge and understanding. This course will lead into NCEA
level 1 science and Level 2 and 3 Chemistry.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook, pen, pencil, ruler, calculator.
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Science

NCEA Preparation for Physics
Learning Area

SCIENCE: PHYSICS

CODE

SCIPHY

What are you going to
do?

This course will ensure students are ready for the key ideas for the physics part of NCEA level 1
Science. This will help students who choose level 2 physics in the future.

What are you going to
learn?

Preparation for the Physics part of level 1 Science. An introduction into Mechanics, electrical
systems and waves.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers will this
course lead to?

This course will lead into careers such as animation, illustration, fashion design and graphic
design. If you want to be an artist this is the course for you!

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course offers the underlying knowledge needed to succeed in level one Science and beyond.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook, pen, pencil, ruler, calculator.

Science Fair
Learning Area

SCIENCE: GENERAL

CODE

What are you going to
do?

Planning and setting up a Science Fair exhibition.
Research and conduct a fair test.
Students need to be able to work independently on their own project.

What are you going to
learn?

How to research experiments that one is interested in or has a passion.
How to observe and report experiments.
Critical thinking.
Fair testing.
Literacy.

SCIFAI

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

What careers will this
course lead to?

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

This course leads to opportunities for entrepreneurs. A number of Science fair projects have lead
their developer on to successful careers.
Significant prizes available over $1000 plus a chance to compete in national competition

How does this connect
to NCEA

A solid foundation for level 1, 2 and 3 subjects.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook, pen, pencil and ruler. Calculator.
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Science

Preparing for NCEA: Chemistry
Learning Area

SCIENCE: CHEMISTRY

CODE

SCICHE

What are you going to
do?

This course will ensure students are ready for the key ideas and concepts for the Chemistry part
of NCEA level 1 Science. This will help students who chose level 2 chemistry in the future.

What are you going to
learn?

Preparation for the Chemistry part of level 1 Science. An introduction into chemical reactivity.
Critical thinking.
Fair testing.
Literacy.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers will this
course lead to?

This course will lead into careers such as process development, research and design, process
control and quality assurance.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course offers the underlying knowledge needed to succeed in level one Science and beyond.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook, pen, pencil and ruler. Calculator.

Night and day
Learning Area

SCIENCE

CODE

What are you going to
do?

Study light waves and their properties.
Experiments to understand concepts.
Tides, eclipses and phases of the moon.
Seasons of the year.
Research, experimentation and report/findings writing.

What are you going to
learn?

Relevance of sound light and astronomy.
How to observe and report experiments.
Critical thinking.
Fair testing.
Literacy.

SCIAST

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers will this
course lead to?

Meteorological services. Sound technician.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course offers the underlying knowledge needed to succeed in level one Science and beyond.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook, pen, pencil and ruler. Calculator.
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Science

What’s The Buzz?
Learning Area

SCIENCE

CODE

What are you going to
do?

Bees and the production of honey.

What are you going to
learn?

Types of bees.
How bees produce honey
What a hive is made of and the importance of checking for pests.
Safety aspects with beekeeping.
Sexual reproduction.

SCIBUZ

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers will this
course lead to?

Apiarist

How does this
connect to NCEA

This course offers the underlying knowledge needed to succeed in level one Science and beyond.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook, pen, pencil and ruler.
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Science

The Human Body
Learning Area

SCIENCE: BIOLOGY

CODE

SCIBOD

Purpose and activities

Learn about aspects of the human body

What are you going to
learn?

Processes of the human body.
E.g. Skeleton, muscles, respiration, circulatory system, digestive system, reproductive system,
the senses.
Vocabulary and literacy

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Nurse, Midwife, Guidance, Counsellor, Teacher, Sports coach, Fitness instructor.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course offers the underlying knowledge needed to succeed in Level One Science and
beyond.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook, pen, pencil and ruler.

Preparing For NCEA: Genetics & Bio 1.1/1.2
Learning Area

SCIENCE: BIOLOGY

CODE

SCIBIO

Purpose

This course will ensure students are ready for the key ideas and concepts for the Biology part of
NCEA Level 1 Science. This will also help students who choose Level 2 Biology in the future.

What are you going to
learn?

Genetics and variation
Vocabulary and literacy
Fair testing = Bio 1.1 (River Study  Field trip) and/or
Critical thinking and research skills = Bio 1.2 (Research a Biological topic of your choice)

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Health (nurse, doctor, etc), teacher, psychology, social work, researcher, conservationist,
ecologist.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course offers the underlying knowledge needed to succeed in Level One Science and
beyond.
A chance to complete a Level 1 Biology Achievement Standard.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook, pen, pencil and ruler.
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Science

CSI: Forensic Science
Learning Area

SCIENCE: GENERAL

CODE

SCICSI

Purpose

To learn the science (particularly the chemistry and biology) behind crime scenes and
investigations.

What are you going to
learn?

Basic forensic techniques in the laboratory.
E.g. observation skills, food testing, pH testing, blood, fingerprinting, DNA fingerprinting, hair and
fibres, microscope work, fire and arson, anthropology (bones), entomology (insects).
Studying how some famous murderers got caught.
Laboratory safety and fair testing
This course links in with the English “UnderBelly” course.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Forensic scientist, customs officer, police officer

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course will lead to the safe use of laboratory equipment and an understanding of a number of
laboratory techniques, all of which is underlying knowledge needed to succeed in NCEA Level 1
and beyond.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook, pen, pencil and ruler.

Global Warming
Learning Area

SCIENCE: GENERAL

CODE

Purpose

Investigate Global Warming on Earth

What are you going to
learn?

Investigate Earth’s history of ice ages and warmer periods.
Causes of global warming
Theories behind global warming  is it a conspiracy?
Vocabulary and literacy
Critical thinking and research skills.

SCIGLO

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Emergency Management Officer, Civil Defence, scientist

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course offers the underlying knowledge needed to succeed in Level One Science and
beyond.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook, pen, pencil and ruler.
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Science

Fantastic Beasts & Where to Find Them
Learning Area

SCIENCE: BIOLOGY

CODE

Purpose and activities

To learn about the different plants and animals and how they survive.

What are you going to
learn?

Adaptations, survival, weird and wonderful plants and animals, photosynthesis
Vocabulary and literacy.

SCIBEA

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Scientist, ecologist, researcher, conservationist

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course offers the underlying knowledge needed to succeed in Level One Science and
beyond.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook, pen, pencil and ruler.

Explore Deep Space
Learning Area

SCIENCE

CODE

What are you going
to do?

Research and investigate deep space / space travel and origins of the universe.

SCIMOO

Research , design , build and experiment with a number of different rocket designs
Eg, water rockets, alcohol rockets and solid state rockets.
What are you going
to learn?

How to research experiments that one is interested in or has a passion
How to observe and report experiments.
Critical thinking
Fair testing
Literacy

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

What careers will this
course lead to?

Scientist, Engineering, Design

How does this
connect to NCEA

Good basis for NCEA Chemistry and Physics.

What gear will I
need?

Chromebook, pen, pencil and ruler. Calculator.

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries
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Science

From Tangaroa / Tane Mahuta To Plate
Learning Area

SUSTAINABILITY

CODE

SCIGRO

What are you going to
do?

Do you like to eat from the tasty ocean and rivers of Aotearoa, well now you have the chance.

What are you going to
learn?

Research a species from the river or the sea, then catch / gather it by using traditional methods,
prepare, cook and eat it.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers will this
course lead to?

DOC, Fishery officer, whitebait compliance, NIWA, Council monitoring, Kaitiaki for iwi, survival
teacher, “ Survivor ” participant,

How does this connect
to NCEA

It provides sustenance to be able to operate at maximum when doing NCEA.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook, pen, pencil and good attitude

Trees from Tane Mahuta
Learning Area

AGRICULTURE

CODE

SCITAN

What are you going to
do?

This course will ensure students are ready for the key ideas and concepts for the Level one and two
course

What are you going to
learn?

Growing trees for Riparian Planting

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers will this
course lead to?

DOC, Horticulturalist, Farmer, Nursery worker

How does this
connect to NCEA

This course offers the underlying knowledge needed to succeed in level one and 2 unit standards in
Agriculture

What gear will I need?

Chromebook, pen, pencil and good attitude
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Science

Planting For The Planet
Learning Area

AGRICULTURE

CODE

SCIPLA

What are you going to
do?

Learn to grow edible plants from seed to the kitchen, grow and maintain plants for riparian planting
and manage a garden block.

What are you going to
learn?

Processes of growing plants and maintaining them encompassing photosynthesis,
asexual and sexual propagation, riparian planting benefits, tool identification, maintenance and use ,
vegetables growing

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers will this
course lead to?

Horticulturist, DOC, Riparian planting, contracting, Council Investigation officer

How does this
connect to NCEA

This course offers the underlying knowledge needed to succeed in level one and two Agriculture

What gear will I need?

Chromebook, pen, pencil and good attitude
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Social Science

Awesome Aotearoa
Learning Area

SOCIAL SCIENCES

CODE

SOCAOT

What are you going to
do?

Gain comprehensive knowledge of New Zealand/Aotearoa History. Through films, reading and
debating we will understand New Zealand’s journey as a country and as a people.

What are you going to
learn?

Learn about Migration to NZ/Aotearoa, Early NZ History, The Treaty of Waitangi, NZ Land Wars,NZ
Government, NZ Heroes and Natural disasters

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

All careers in New Zealand require knowledge of the Treaty and NZ Government. This is essential
knowledge for every citizen of New Zealand/Aotearoa.

How does this connect
to NCEA

Specific knowledge relating to the Treaty relates to all subjects and levels of the Senior Curriculum.

What gear will I need?

Hardcover exercise book, clearfile, pens and pencils.

World Wars
Learning Area

SOCIAL SCIENCES

CODE

SOCWWS

What are you going to
do?

Discover the causes of both World Wars. Investigate what life was like for the soldiers. Understand
why New Zealanders were drawn into both wars and what role we played.

What are you going to
learn?

From the overview of the course you will choose an independent course of study. You may wish to
focus on the weapons used in War, or challenges the soldiers faced. You may choose to study how
the wars began or what life was like for women on the home front. You will have the flexibility to
choose how you present your learning.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Counsellor, Social Worker, Diplomat, Human Rights Activist, Teacher, Historian, Librarian, Author,
Researcher, Museum Curator, Broadcaster, Journalist, Politician.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course links to Senior History and English through acquiring the content knowledge, thinking
critically, analysing texts and understanding perspectives.

What gear will I need?

Hardcover exercise book, clearfile, pens and pencils.
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Social Science

The Holocaust
Learning Area

SOCIAL SCIENCES

CODE

SOCHOL

What are you going to
do?

Investigate the causes of the Holocaust of the Jewish people by Hitler.

What are you going to
learn?

Understand why the Jewish people were targeted by Hitler. Also how the Holocaust impacted
people’s lives through the stories of survivors and the Jewish Resistance. You will watch films
related to these events and engage in a variety of multimedia sources.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Counsellor, Social Worker, Diplomat, Human Rights Activist, Teacher, Historian, Librarian, Author,
Researcher, Museum Curator, Broadcaster, Journalist, Politician.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course links to Senior History and English through acquiring content knowledge and skills,
thinking critically, analysing texts and understanding perspectives.

What gear will I need?

Hardcover exercise book, clearfile, pens and pencils.

Who Wants To Be A Millionaire?
Learning Area

SOCIAL SCIENCES

CODE

SOCMIL

What are you going to
do?

How do I buy a house? Get a student loan? Prepare for my retirement? Make ends meet and
manage a budget? What are my rights as a consumer? What do I need to know about credit cards
and avoiding debt?

What are you going to
learn?

This course will teach you the basic principles of economics and money management. Did you know
that due to the miracle of compounding interest if you saved $10 a week in your teenage years you
would end up a millionaire? Your assessment will take the form of starting up a company and creating
a product for Market Day. You will get to keep the profit!

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

This course relates to all careers as every person needs to understand basic financial literacy.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course connects to all subjects in the Senior Curriculum.

What gear will I need?

Hardcover exercise book, clearfile, ruler, pens and pencils.
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Social Science

State of Conflict
Learning Area

SOCIAL SCIENCES

CODE

SOCCON

What are you going to
do?

Discover the causes of Global Conflicts. Understand why New Zealanders are drawn into global
conflicts and what role we played.

What are you going to
learn?

ISIS, Terrorism, 9/11, Genocide. This course will enable you to understand the causes of recent
global conflicts. From the overview of the course you will choose an independent course of study.
You will have the flexibility to choose how you present your learning.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Counsellor, Social Worker, Diplomat, Human Rights Activist, Teacher, Historian, Librarian, Author,
Researcher, Museum Curator, Broadcaster, Journalist, Politician.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course links to Senior History and English through acquiring the content knowledge, thinking
critically, analysing texts and understanding perspectives.

What gear will I need?

Hardcover exercise book, clearfile, pens and pencils.

EcoWarriors!
Learning Area

SOCIAL SCIENCES

CODE

SOCECO

What are you going to
do?

The Earth is in crisis what are you going to do to fix it? This course examines the big
environmental issues of the 21st Century and encourages you to consider solutions to these
problems.

What are you going to
learn?

You will learn about Global Sustainability, Population, Climate Change, Greenhouse Gases, the
Great Pacific Garbage Patch, Dwindling Oil and Gas Reserves. You will have the freedom to
investigate one of these issues in depth. Your mission, however will be to find a potential solution to
the problem!

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Counsellor, Social Worker, Diplomat, Human Rights Activist, Teacher, Historian, Librarian, Author,
Researcher, Museum Curator, Geographer, Surveyor, Politician.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course links to Senior Geography through acquiring key Geographic Skills and understanding
Geographic Concepts required in the Senior Curriculum.

What gear will I need?

Hardcover exercise book, clearfile, ruler, pens and pencils.
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Social Science

Societal Issues
Learning Area

SOCIAL SCIENCES

CODE

SOCISS

What are you going to
do?

At no time in history have so many people been on the move at one time. What has caused all of
these changes? What are the challenges faced by people globally? What are the Big Issues people
are facing in the 21st Century? What can we do to help?

What are you going to
learn?

You will investigate Global Migration, Refugees, the impact of terrorism: 9/11 and Isis, Wars,
Homelessness, Poverty, Ethnic Cleansing, LGBQT issues and the threat of nuclear war. You will be
able to choose an area of interest and investigate solutions to problems people are facing.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Counsellor, Social Worker, Diplomat, Human Rights Activist, Teacher, Historian, Librarian, Author,
Researcher, Museum Curator, Geographer, Politician.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course links to Senior Geography through acquiring key Geographic Skills and understanding
Geographic Concepts required in the Senior Curriculum.

What gear will I need?

Hardcover exercise book, clearfile, ruler, pens and pencils.
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Social Science / Health and PE
The two courses on this page offer an innovative approach to learning in different learning areas. These two
courses come as a package deal. Students must do both of them in a trimester as the learning in each
course supports the other one.

Sport and Social Outdoors (Tri 1)
Learning Area

SOCIAL SCIENCES

CODE

SOCOUT

What are you going to
do?

This course will enable you to combine learning from Sport and Social Science so you can get fit,
and learn new skills across 2 curriculum areas.

What are you going to
learn?

In the Social Studies component you will learn about Sustainability, the Environment and Tourism
through the contexts of Freedom Camping, Pukekura Park and a study of Mt Taranaki.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Script Writer, Actor, Producer, Director, Journalist, Counsellor, Teacher, Researcher, Artist,
Photographer, Author.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course relates to Senior Geography, History and English through developing critical thinking and
visual literacy skills.

What gear will I need?

Hardcover exercise book, clearfile, ruler, pens and pencils.

AND

Sport and Social Outdoors (Tri 1)
Learning Area

HEALTH & PE

CODE

HPEOUT

What are you going to
do?

This course will enable you to combine learning from Sport and Social Science so you can get fit,
and learn new skills across 2 curriculum areas.

What are you going to
learn?

In the PE component you will learn about Orienteering, Risk Management and trip planning through
trips to Pukekura Park and a tramp/camp on Mt Taranaki.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Outdoor instructor, event coordinator, Health and Safety officer, teacher

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course relates to Senior Rec and Physical Education unit and achievement standards

What gear will I need?

Clearfile, ruler, pens and pencils.
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Social Science / Health and PE
The two courses on this page offer an innovative approach to learning in different learning areas. These two
courses come as a package deal. Students must do both of them in a trimester as the learning in each
course supports the other one.

Sport and Social Tour de France (Tri 2)
Learning Area

SOCIAL SCIENCES

CODE

SOCTOU

What are you going to
do?

This course will enable you to combine learning from Sport and Social Science so you can get fit,
and learn new skills across 2 curriculum areas.

What are you going to
learn?

In the Social Studies component you will learn about a specific country related to the Tour de France.
You will be studying the Social Studies concepts of Human Rights, Culture, Migration and Population.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Script Writer, Actor, Producer, Director, Journalist, Counsellor, Teacher, Researcher, Artist,
Photographer, Author.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course relates to Senior Geography, History and English through developing critical thinking and
visual literacy skills.

What gear will I need?

Hardcover exercise book, clearfile, ruler, pens and pencils.

AND

Sport and Social Tour de France (Tri 2)
Learning Area

HEALTH & PE

What are you going to
do?

This course will enable you to combine learning from Sport and Social Science so you can get fit,
and learn new skills across 2 curriculum areas.

What are you going to
learn?

☑

CODE

HPETOU

In the PE component you will learn bike maintenance, how to use a bike properly
(gears, brakes etc), risk management and the biomechanics behind riding a bike.
Students will get plenty of opportunities to ride concluding with a 2 day cycle tour.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Health and Safety, Cyclist, Bike shop (retail or mechanic)

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course relates to Senior Rec and Physical Education unit and achievement standards

What gear will I need?

Clearfile, ruler, pens and pencils.
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Social Science / Health and PE
The two courses on this page offer an innovative approach to learning in different learning areas. These two
courses come as a package deal. Students must do both of them in a trimester as the learning in each
course supports the other one.

Sport and Social The Rugby World Cup (Tri 3)
Learning Area

SOCIAL SCIENCES

CODE

SOCRUG

What are you going to
do?

This course will enable you to combine learning from Sport and Social Science so you can get fit,
and learn new skills across 2 curriculum areas.

What are you going to
learn?

In the Social Studies component you will learn about your identity through Rugby. You will study the
importance of Rugby to NZ through a case study of the Springbok Tour and the film Invictus. You will
then be allocated a country to study as you follow their progress during the World Cup.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Script Writer, Actor, Producer, Director, Journalist, Counsellor, Teacher, Researcher, Artist,
Photographer, Author.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course relates to Senior Geography, History and English through developing critical thinking and
visual literacy skills.

What gear will I need?

Hardcover exercise book, clearfile, ruler, pens and pencils.

AND

Sport and Social The Rugby World Cup (Tri 3)
Learning Area

HEALTH & PE

CODE

HPERUG

What are you going to
do?

This course will enable you to combine learning from Sport and Social Science so you can get fit,
and learn new skills across 2 curriculum areas.

What are you going to
learn?

In the PE component you will learn about different forms of Rugby through participation. Students will
also have the opportunity to look at different aspects of the world cup such as officiating.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

What careers could
this course lead to?

Event coordinator, Rugby player, Referee

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course relates to Senior PE and Rec unit and achievement standards

What gear will I need?

Clearfile, ruler, pens and pencils.

Creative Industries
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Te Wharekura

Wānanga Te Kōrero – Public Speaking
Learning Area

MĀORI STUDIES  PUBLIC SPEAKING

CODE

WHAKOR

What are you going to
do?

Speaking in public locally and nationally is an awesome way of communicating with our communities
throughout the country, and will ensure that what we have to say will be heard with clarity and
meaning. With skills and knowledge in public speaking you will be able to speak with confidence and
purpose to your friends, whānau and a wider audience.

What are you going to
learn?

You will learn how to address an audience in a way that will engage your listeners, improve your
leadership and communication skills by practicing speaking in front of a group. This will happen in a
safe and supportive environment. The Māori language and customs are a key component of the
learning for this course.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

What careers could
this course lead to?

This course relates to all careers as every person needs the skill of communication

How does this
connect to NCEA

This course connects to all subjects in the Senior Curriculum for NCEA.

What gear will I need?

Recording devices both video and sound, cellphone, chromebook.

Creative Industries

Kai Ora – Food that is Good for our Bodies.
Learning Area

Te Wharekura – Māori Studies

CODE

WHAKAI

What are you going to
do?

Kai ora  nature still provides even after the industrial revolution that lead to the plunder of natural
resources globally. Students will discover, investigate, seek food in their local area that provides
nourishment and sustenance for their survival. They will explore traditional Māori food found in nature,
their habitat, and their survival in todays environment.

What are you going to
learn?

Students will learn some of the customs and practices of Māori when gathering and producing food
from the natural world. They will learn how to preserve, cook and present food in a manner that is both
respectful to the food they are presenting and the people they are presenting it to. The Māori language
and customs will be a key component of the learning for this course.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Nutritionist, Chef, Environmentalist, Conservation, Regional Councils, Town Planners, Food
Technology, Dietician, Health Worker, Teacher

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course connects to all subjects in the Senior Curriculum for NCEA.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook.
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Te Wharekura

Mai te Tākaro ki te Rewhirī – From Player to Referee
Learning Area

MĀORI STUDIES  TRADITIONAL GAMES

CODE

WHATAK

What are you going to
do?

Through fun and games your learning can be accelerated to a point where you gain knowledge and skill
through participation. By being an instructor, player, and referee of a Māori Traditional Game
(KīoRahi) you will be able to teach a group of students how to play the game. You will also referee the
same game for group of students.

What are you going to
learn?

You will learn about the origins of a Māori Traditional Game (KīoRahi) and how to give simple
instructions in the Māori Language to demonstrate how the game is played. The Māori language and
customs are a key component of the learning for this course.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

This course relates to Health, Fitness, Relationship Management, Human Resources, Instructional
Guidance and Māori Culture. Students may consider Physical Education, Māori Culture and Language,
Human Resources as possible options for career choices.

How does this
connect to NCEA

This course connects Te Reo Māori (The Māori Language) when using instructional language and story
telling. The culture and language are intertwined and will help create the building building blocks for
students who are engaged in this activity to fulfil the requirements for all levels of NCEA for Te Reo
Māori.

What gear will I need?

Chromebook, Work booklet.

Manaakitanga – Generosity and Care for Others
Learning Area

MĀORI STUDIES  MANAAKITANGA

CODE

WHAMAN

What are you going to
do?

Taranaki Māori have made a considerable effort over the last 120 years to accommodate other tribes
from all over New Zealand to provide manaakitanga to their visitors to the region. Students will
participate in the custom and practice of Manaakitanga on a local marae and in their school
environment.

What are you going to
learn?

Students will learn how to prepare the marae for visitors. They will learn how to welcome visitors to the
marae, and prepare a meal and serve it to their guests. They will also learn about how to work together
as a group, each person with differing roles, to achieve the the outcome of generosity and care for others
on the marae and in their school environment. The Māori language and customs will be a key
component of the learning for this course.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Hospitality, Tourism, Local Government Representative, Central Government Representative, Politician,
Iwi Manager, Māori Cultural Advisor, Chef, Catering

How does this
connect to NCEA

Levels 1 and 2 of NCEA Te Reo Māori have consistently had manaakitanga as a chosen topic of study
for Achievement Standards for reading and writing over the last 3 years. It is very likely that this trend will
continue, and students will be expected to have either an understanding or experience of the language
and customs of the marae.
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What gear will I need?

Work booklet, Pens and Pencils, Diary.

Te Wharekura

Maori Performing Arts  Kapahaka
Learning Area

MĀORI STUDIES  Performance

CODE

12MAO

What are you going to
do?

Perform and Research both Traditional and Contemporary Maaori song and dance

What are you going to
learn?

Students will learn the history of Maaori Performing Arts from PreEuropean times to the modern day.
They will learn how to work together as a team and to perform in front of an audience. The research will
include costumes, and tikanga on the marae when engaging in, tangihanga, poowhiri, and other
important occasions.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Acting, Drama Teacher, Arts Administrator, Broadcast Presenter, Further Education Teacher, Higher
Education lecturer, Secondary School Teacher, Theatre Stage Manager, Movie Director, Producer,
Tourism, Māori Cultural Advisor

How does this
connect to NCEA

Performing in Traditional and Comtempory song and dance is at the forefront of this course. Students
will gain the confidence to sing in Te Reo Māori in a non threatening environment that requires them to
use the language in a meaningful way. It is expected that through song and dance students will gain
confidence to perform in assessments for Performance at NCEA Levels 13

What gear will I need?

Work Booklet (supplied), chromebook, pen and pencil, diary
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Technology

Introduction to Graphics
Learning Area

TECHNOLOGY, GRAPHICS, DESIGN AND VISUAL
COMMUNICATION

CODE

TECGRA

What are you going to
do?

A fun taste of Graphics (DVC).
See what Level one Graphics is about and learn drawing skills that will help with senior
Engineering, DST and art.
From freehand sketching and designing to technical and computer drawing.
Learn about the Design Process as well as careers like architecture, engineering, carpentry
and product design.
Students will design a project they can build in the followup course  Building Blocks

What are you going to
learn?

Students will be learning about Graphics DVC and developing technical drawing skills in:
Thirdangle orthographic, paraline drawing, twopoint perspective.
There is scope to develop CAD (Computer Aided Drafting) skills.
Students will develop a fundamental understanding of the Design Process.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

This course could lead into careers in drafting, architecture, product design. Students will develop
skills applicable to Engineering & DST also.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course offers some of the foundational knowledge needed to succeed in Level 1 Graphics,
DVC.

What gear will I need?

Pencil, Drawing wallet

Advanced Graphics
Learning Area

TECHNOLOGY, GRAPHICS, DESIGN AND VISUAL
COMMUNICATION

CODE

TECGRV

What are you going to
do?

Build upon your Graphics skills (DVC).
From freehand sketching and designing to technical and computer drawing.
Learn about the Design Process as well as careers like architecture, engineering, carpentry
and product design.

What are you going to
learn?

Learning the skills needed for Level one Graphics.
Isometric, perspective and orthographic drawing as well as freehand sketching and computer
drawing.
Practice using the Design Process to draw solutions to a design brief.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

This course could lead into careers in drafting, architecture, product design. Students will develop
skills applicable to Engineering & DST also.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course offers some of the foundational knowledge needed to succeed in Level 1 Graphics,
DVC.

What gear will I need?

Pencil, Drawing wallet
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Technology

Design and Build
Learning Area

DST (Intro to Workshop)

CODE

TECBLD

What are you going to
do?

In this module, Students will be working on developing fundamental technology skills for future
success in DST (and Engineering). This course was Design B in 2018, but can be taken again in
2019.
Students interested in workshop and who have a trade focus, are recommended to take Introduction
to Graphics as a foundation course before following it with this Design & Build Module. Students will
be introduced to the workshop (H&S, expectations and processes). It is intended that students will
design a project in Introduction to Graphics, and then build it in this course

What are you going to
learn?

Students will be learning about correct workshop techniques and application, while developing their
practical DST skills.
Students will learn to select and operate basic workshop tools to produce a quality outcome.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

This course could lead into careers in drafting, architecture, product design. Students will develop
skills applicable to Engineering & DST also.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course offers some of the foundational knowledge needed to succeed in Level 1 Technology,
DST.

What gear will I need?

Covered footwear for workshop

Pallet Project
Learning Area

DST

CODE

TECPAL

What are you going to
do?

Students will be researching, designing and building a project from recycled pallets.
Students will be introduced to the workshop (H&S, expectations and processes).

What are you going to
learn?

Students will be learning about correct workshop techniques and application, while developing their
practical DST skills.
Students will learn to select and operate basic workshop tools to produce a quality outcome.
Students will develop a fundamental understanding of the Design Process.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

This course could lead into careers in drafting, architecture, product design. Students will develop
skills applicable to Engineering and DST also.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course offers some of the foundational knowledge needed to succeed in Level 1 Technology 
DST.

What gear will I need?

Covered footwear for workshop.
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Technology

Putt Putt (Let Off Some STEM)
Learning Area

TECHNOLOGY, SCIENCE

CODE

What are you going to
do?

Students will make a steam powered boat

What are you going to
learn?

Students will be learning how to cut and join sheet metal.
Students will learn about types of plastics and moulding processes.
Students will learn how to use basic marking and cutting, techniques and tools.

TECPUT

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

This course could lead to careers in STEM focused industries.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course offers some of the foundational knowledge needed to succeed in Level 1 Technology 
Engineering.

What gear will I need?

Covered footwear for workshop.

Eat Your Way Around The World
Learning Area

HOSPITALITY

CODE

TECEAT

What are you going to
do?

Investigating and making food from around the world and looking into cultural practices and aspects
of food.

What are you going to
learn?

Students will be learning about different foods from around the world, and why cultures eat certain
foods.
Students will learn basic knife skills and kitchen processes to produce a quality outcome.
Students will learn and adhere to the Food Act (2014) and the Health and Safety at Work Act
(2014).
Students will prepare and enjoy foods found in different countries.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

This course could lead to careers in Hospitality.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course offers some of the foundational knowledge needed to succeed in Level 1 Technology 
Hospitality.

What gear will I need?

Covered footwear for kitchen, 1B5 exercise book, pens/pencils, Chromebook
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Technology

Sweet Tooth Bake Off Challenge
Learning Area

HOSPITALITY

CODE

TECSWE

What are you going to
do?

Investigate popular competitions from around the world involving cooking challenges. This unit will
mostly look at cakes and other sweet foods and include cake decorating, finding and developing your
own recipes and presenting food for judges.

What are you going to
learn?

Students will investigate current TV shows based on baking.
Students will research, plan and prepare their own foods and creative ideas.
Students will be encouraged to present food in a professional manner for judging.
Students will learn basic knife skills and kitchen processes to produce a quality outcome.
Students will learn and adhere to the Food Act (2014) and the Health and Safety at Work Act (2014).

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

This course could lead to careers in Hospitality.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course offers some of the foundational knowledge needed to succeed in Level 1 Technology 
Hospitality.

What gear will I need?

Covered footwear for kitchen, 1B5 exercise book, pens/pencils, Chromebook

Taranaki Fashion Art Awards
Learning Area

Technology  Soft Materials

CODE

TECFAS

What are you going to
do?

Students will design and create a piece of wearable art to enter into the Taranaki Fashion Art Awards

What are you going to
learn?

Students will be encouraged to plan a number of designs that fit specific criteria as outlined on the
Taranaki Fashion Art Awards website.
Students will create a unique design of wearable art that will be entered into the TFAA.
Creations will need to be modelled by self or other and will include makeup ideas, hairstyles and
other accessories

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

This course could lead to careers in Fashion and Design

How does this connect
to NCEA
What gear will I need?

Covered footwear for kitchen, 1B5 exercise book, pens/pencils, Chromebook
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Technology

I Own A Restaurant
CODE

TECIOW

Learning Area

Hospitality

What are you going to
do?

Students will be encouraged to dream BIG and design a restaurant of their own.

What are you going to
learn?

What will your restaurant look like and what kinds of food will you be preparing for your guests?
Investigating restaurant menus and creating one of your own
Preparing delicious food that you could sell in your own restaurant.
Food tasting activities
Basic hospitality skills

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

This course could lead to careers in the Manufacturing and Technology fields with the focus on
textiles/soft materials

How does this connect
to NCEA

Level 1 Hospitality

What gear will I need?

Covered footwear, 1B5 exercise book, pens/pencils, Chromebook

Funky Fashion
Learning Area

TEXTILES

CODE

TECFUN

What are you going to
do?

Turning textile waste into unique and creative fashion items.

What are you going to
learn?

Using a range of techniques, students have an opportunity to explore and use waste from the textile
industry. This can include scraps from industry or reusing items found in opshops and secondhand
shops.
Research and develop a range of items that are suitable for upcycling
Create an innovative idea from the design process and produce prototype models.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

Selfemployment opportunities, manufacturing and technology based industries focussing on textiles.

How does this connect
to NCEA
What gear will I need?

Covered footwear, 1B5 exercise book, pens/pencils ,Chromebook
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Technology

Vlogging
Learning Area

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY

CODE

TECVLO

What are you going to
do?

Creating your on Video log Vlog and post to social media

What are you going to
learn?

Research Vlogging as a media and social phenomena. , filming techniques, editing of movies ,
working with social media to create a positive experience

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

What careers will this
course lead to?

Filmmaking , TV, Drama, Digital Media

How does this connect
to NCEA

Good basis for Level 13 Digitech, also helpful for Media and English

What gear will I need?

Students need to be confident to be in front of camera

Creative Industries

Digital Media
Learning Area

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY

CODE

What are you going to
do?

Create print documents for a client.

TECMED

Eg Newsletters | Advertising | Brochures | Newspapers | Magazines
What are you going to
learn?

Use Adobe Photoshop for image editing and effects
Use Adobe Illustrator for creating graphics and layout
Use Adobe Indesign for multi page print layout

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

What careers will this
course lead to?

Print Design, Digital Media

How does this connect
to NCEA

Good basis for Level 13 Digitech, also helpful for Static images in English

Creative Industries

What gear will I need?
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Technology

Essential Computer skills for the Workplace
Learning Area

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY

CODE

TECESS

What are you going to
do?

Learn how to effectively use MS Office tools to create business documents and communications.

What are you going to
learn?

Students doing this course will be doing activities similar to tasks required of them in the workplace.
This will include .
Effective touch typing skills
Using MS Word like a pro
Become a expert in using excel (spreadsheets  using formulas and designing graphs)
Create dynamic presentations for a business

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers will this
course lead to?

Job application descriptions often require the following “ Be proficient with computers and

How does this connect
to NCEA

Good basis for Level 13 Digitech. This course is also very helpful for essential computer skills that
will be used in senior school.

Microsoft Office.”

What gear will I need?
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Arts

Distorted Selfie
Learning Area

ART, DESIGN

CODE

ARTDIS

What are you going to
do?

Students will be working on developing drawings and painting building towards a lifesize distorted
selfie portrait.
If you’re a student who likes to doodle and sketch figures and cartoons this is the course for you!

What are you going to
learn?

Students will learn about drawing and painting figures.
Students will learn to develop artwork from an idea through to a finished work.
Students will learn by looking at and analysing the work of famous artists.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

This course develops skills that could lead to a career in design and illustration for media, books,
movies and much more. Weta and the guys who make Marvel movies want people with these skills.

How does this connect
to NCEA

Students will use design skills to develop ideas. Students will develop practice skills in drawing and
painting, This is a key component of level one art.

What gear will I need?

Pencil, Drawing Wallet

Making your Mask
Learning Area

ART, DESIGN

CODE

ARTMAS

What are you going to
do?

In this course we’ll be looking at the world of masks and makeup, why we wear them, what they
mean and we’ll be making our own.
If into construction and sculpture and putting on makeup, then you want to have a go at this course!

What are you going to
learn?

Students will learn about the history behind masks and their different meanings and uses.
Students will learn a range of mask making techniques and methods.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

This course develops skills that could lead to a career in film, costume, makeup and much more.
Creative business like Weta are looking for people with these skills and when it comes to Halloween
 everyone will want a mask from you.

How does this connect
to NCEA

Students will use design skills to develop ideas. Students will develop practical knowledge in
construction for art. This is a key component of level one art.

What gear will I need?

Pencil, Drawing wallet
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Arts

Snap Photography
Learning Area

ART

CODE

ARTPHO

What are you going to
do?

Students will be learning all the ins & outs of Photography & Photoshop. We’ll look at all the coolest
tricks in apps like Snapchat and Instagram and learn a bit of image manipulation for ourselves.

What are you going to
learn?

Basics of Photography
How to use a DSLR
How to use Photoshop to enhance & manipulate image

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

This course could lead into careers such as photography, photojournalism, media design and
graphic design. If your Instagram needs a bit of a razzledazzle this is the course for you

How does this connect
to NCEA

This course offers some of the foundational knowledge needed to succeed at Photography, level
two.

What gear will I need?

OHS has two DSLR available. If students have their own they can bring them. (A safe place will be
provided to lock them away during the day)

Print Counterfeit
Learning Area

ART, PRINTING

CODE

ARTPRI

What are you going to
do?

Literally, we will be printing our own money!
Sadly, it won’t be legal tender, but it would be pretty cool to make your own Opz Bucks!

What are you going to
learn?

Students will learn about different printing techniques and acquire practical knowledge in
printmaking.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

This course is a good start for looking at careers in Art, Graphic Design and Printmaking

How does this connect
to NCEA

Students will develop practical knowledge in printing and printmaking techniques. This is a key
component of level one art. Students will use design skills to develop ideas.

What gear will I need?

Pencil, Drawing Wallet
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Arts

Festival of Lights
Learning Area

ART

CODE

ARTFOL

What are you going to
do?

The TSB Festival of Lights needs our help! We will be designing and making sculptures to hang and
be on public display in the UV Glow in the dark space during the worldfamous festival at Pukekura
Park in January.

What are you going to
learn?

Students will learn construction and sculpture techniques while they design and make a
papermache artwork.
If you’re a student who loves creating work for the whole wide world to see, then this is for you!

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

This course develops skills that could lead to a career in film, costume, the arts and much more.
Creative business like Weta are looking for people with these skills.

How does this connect
to NCEA

Students will use design skills to develop ideas. Students will develop practical knowledge in
construction for art. This is a key component of level one art.

What gear will I need?

Pencil, Drawing Wallet

NCEA Art
Learning Area

ART

CODE

ARTNCE

What are you going to
do?

Students will be working on developing skills in preparation for Level 1 NCEA Art and will make a
start on the first Achievement Standard.

What are you going to
learn?

Students will learn wet and dry media techniques for creating art and recording information.
Students will develop practical knowledge
Students will learn and develop artist knowledge

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

This course leads to careers in fulltime art, creative industry, teaching industry.

How does this connect
to NCEA

This is the first step on the NCEA Art journey. Students will make a start on Visual Art Achievement
Standard 90914  Use drawing methods and skills for recording information using wet

What gear will I need?

Pencil, Drawing Wallet

and dry media
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Arts, English & Technology

Media Superstars
Learning Area

PHOTOGRAPHY, ENGLISH, DESIGN

CODE

ARTMSS

Available which
Trimester?

Year Long Course  Students are required to commit for this long so they can develop the
necessary skills in software and journalism to produce the intended media.

What are you going to
do?

This is your opportunity to have your say and write your own stories!
We want your help with the planning, organising, research, writing, taking photographs, designing
& production of our media publications  the School Newsletter, the OHS Coastal News page and
our Year Book.
We’re also looking for the next vlogging superstar, because we want to explore using video to get
our stories onto our Faceook, Instagram and YouTube channels

What are you going to
learn?

We hope to establish a newsroom setting where students will learn to identify upcoming events to
produce a media article for and then produce articles for print or video media.
Students will learn to use Adobe Creative Suite software, to design, layout and produce Print
Media (newsletter, OHS Coastal news page & Yearbook)
Students will learn industry standard photography techniques & skills, along with Photoshop to edit
& enhance their images.
Students will learn to plan, storyboard, film, edit and produce short media clips for presenting on
YouTube, Facebook & Instagram.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

This course could lead into careers across multiple vocational pathways. Editor, Journalism,
Graphic Designer, Writer, Photographer, MultiMedia Designer are just some of the more obvious
ones.

How does this connect
to NCEA

Learn the skills and techniques you will need to write, edit and conduct research for print media.
This course offers some of the foundational knowledge needed to succeed in Level 1 Graphics.
This course offers some of the foundational knowledge needed to succeed at Photography, level
two.
Good basis for Level 13 Digitech, also Static images in English

What gear will I need?

Students will need Chromebooks for the journalistic components of this course.
OHS will provide Mac Suites with the Adobe Design Software for design & layout.
OHS has DSLR cameras available for the photography component of this course.
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Arts

Performance Solo / Group and Music Theory
Learning Area

MUSIC

CODE

MUS1

What are you going to
do?

This is the essential music course for any student thinking of senior music. Learn the skills you
need to read music, compose and perform. Suited for year 9 and year 10 students

What are you going to
learn?

50% This course will offer theoretical music at all levels. You have the chance to sit exams and
develop composition skills for instrumental music writing. 50% is time to practise your chosen
instrument individually or as a group. We will also be looking at music technology and setting up
equipment for a performance.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social
& Community
Services

Manufacturing
& Technology

Construction
& Infrastructure

Creative
Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Musicians, composers, directors and entertainers.

How does this
connect to NCEA

This course is the essential music course for all students serious about senior music study. Caters
for beginners to more advanced musicians.

What gear will I need?

Pencil, eraser and manuscript paper and your own instrument except guitars and keyboards.
This course runs in conjunction with the itinerant music programme. All students are expected to
be part of these free in school music lessons or take private music lessons.

Performance Solo / Group and Music Theory
Learning Area

MUSIC

CODE

MUS2

What are you going to
do?

This is the essential music course for any student thinking of senior music. Learn the skills you
need to read music, compose and perform. Suited for year 9 and year 10 students.

What are you going to
learn?

50% This course will offer theoretical music at all levels. You have the chance to sit exams and
develop composition skills for instrumental music writing. 50% is time to practise your chosen
instrument individually or as a group. We will also be looking at music technology and setting up
equipment for a performance.

Vocational Pathway
Primary
Industries

Services
Industries

Social
& Community

Manufacturing
& Technology

Construction
& Infrastructure

Creative
Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Musicians, composers, directors and entertainers.

How does this
connect to NCEA

This course is the essential music course for all students serious about senior music study. Caters
for beginners to more advanced musicians.

What gear will I need?

Pencil, eraser and manuscript paper and your own instrument except guitars and keyboards.
This course runs in conjunction with the itinerant music programme. All students are expected to
be part of these free in school music lessons or take private music lessons.
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Arts

Preparing for NCEA MUSIC
Learning Area

MUSIC

CODE

MUSNCE

What are you going
to do?

This music course caters directly for student who plan to take NCEA level 1 music. We will look at
composition skills, theoretical knowledge , music in history and we will begin the analysis
achievement standard. We will also look at the requirements for NCEA performance skills as a
soloist and group. THIS IS PARTICULARLY SUITED FOR YEAR 10’S.

What are you going
to learn?

You will learn music performance, history, theory and composition skills

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

Musicians, composers, directors, entertainers, choreographers, instrument makers and dancers.

How does this
connect to NCEA?

This course will help you understand performance techniques, composition and gain an
understanding of music through early composers in history.

What gear will I
need?

Pencil, eraser and manuscript paper and your own instrument except guitars and keyboards.
This course runs in conjunction with the itinerant music programme. All students are expected to be
part of these free in school music lessons or take private music lessons.
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Whare Atawhai

LEARNING to LEARN
Learning Area

WHARE ATAWHAI

CODE

AtaLLe

Purpose

To empower young people to develop their potential and to make informed and responsible
decisions throughout their lives.

What are you going to
learn?

How to develop knowledge and skills that are transferable across all learning areas. Explicit
emphasis is on the development of skills and capabilities for lifelong learning and for contributing
effectively to society.

Vocational Pathway
Primary Industries

Services Industries

Social & Community
Services

Manufacturing &
Technology

Construction &
Infrastructure

Creative Industries

What careers could
this course lead to?

The aim of the course is to develop skills for life. Skills may apply to any vocational pathway.

How does this connect
to NCEA

Preparing students to develop self managing and communication skills.

What gear will I need?

Basic Stationery and a clearfile
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